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If you are what you eat, I am my assortment of Cheerios in milk drifting into first period. 
Huddled around the lunch table with friends, I am an eccentric mishmash of curry-
topped pizzas, sushi, and “rousong” sandwiches. In between meals, tendrils of friendship 
and cozy memories waft up from cups of chai around AP English projects. However, 
despite my unique cultural identity, late night milk tea runs define me as well as Chinese 
vegetables, sweet potato porridge, and pidan tofu. 

Physically and figuratively, these foods nourish me, representing my deep ties to my 
nurturing community and Chinese culture. Often times, like calls to like. Noodles and 
sticky rice cake sit side by side with birthday cake and candles-a double blessing. 

Thanksgiving and Christmas share New Year's custom of roast duck and turkey, dumplings, 
and pie, all evoking the same strains of comfort and grateful celebration. As friends and family gather, adults compare 
childhoods while grandparents divulge their own childhood antics to an adoring crowd of children. Generations come 
together, bonding through stories of lands far far away and yet so dear and near to our hearts. My adventurous palette 
extends to this bountiful feast of humbling and empowering backgrounds, wholesome with the shared ingredients of 
core values and beliefs. 

Eclectic and versatile, I have learned to express my intentions in the openly affectionate, more relaxed Western culture 
while also adhering to the rigid social standards and acts of deference familiar with Asian cultures. I have acquired a 
taste for, and reach for seconds of this marble cake complementing both distinctive cultures. Although evoking two 
entirely different philosophies, they are actually two sides of the same coin: equal in value and valuable due to their 
coexistence. 

While other parents line the stands cheering for their kids at track meets, my parents calculate the time spent on the 
field into my daily schedule. However, at home, Mom and I bond through baking red velvet cupcakes as much as when 
wrapping dumplings together with friends. Dad's fondness for action films has established movie nights redolent of 
freshly popped popcorn, and enticed many friends over the years to spend the night. Nevertheless, I still remember 
when Netflix nights were instead bedtime stories consisting of Chinese idioms. With childhood classics like Pinocchio, 
Dad's halting Chinese translation led the procession of colorful scenes dominating the pages. Although not distinctively 
Chinese or American, we found a way of bonding that transcends borders. 

Moreover, in spite of the occasionally clashing cultures, I have seen the point where the East meets the West: hugs and 
kisses with good wishes to health and personal success, and the ever-present reminder to the children to always put 
forward their best work. I am awarded brief glimpses of this with my parents, who prioritize education, yet tolerate my 
attachment to novels, pop sheet music, and stress-relieving baking sessions. Additionally, my elders' beliefs and 
experiences have become my treasured inheritance. Seasoned with time and wisdom, this all-encompassing sight is my 
aid, and a complimenting flavor to my open-mindedness. 

In addition, at home and occasionally with friends, “Chinglish” is my primary language. Depending on the situation, I am 
also the mediator or the translator. Therefore, I know all too well the fragileness of self-expression and being able to 
convey words and intentions accurately. Thus, no matter where I am, being able to express myself clearly, as well as 
being able to understand others, is extremely important to me. The power to communicate is the power to connect. 
Communication gives people a common ground. And for people who do not have the means to, I will gladly be their 
voice. 

I derive my identity, from my independence to my ability to empathize, from my culture. My history, enlivened through 
traditions, marks each of my experiences and social interactions. Although the food and observances lend richness to my 
culture, the time-honored values, in a harmonious blend with influences from growing up in such a diverse region, lend 
fullness to my character. 


